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Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is an information retrieval technique based
on the spectral analysis of the term-document matrix, whose empirical suc-
cess had heretofore been without rigorous prediction and explanation. We
prove that, under certain conditions, LSI does succeed in capturing the
underlying semantics of the corpus and achieves improved retrieval perfor-
mance. We propose the technique of random projection as a way of speeding
up LSI. We complement our theorems with encouraging experimental results.
We also argue that our results may be viewed in a more general framework,
as a theoretical basis for the use of spectral methods in a wider class of
applications such as collaborative filtering.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The field of information retrieval has traditionally been considered outside the
scope of database theory. While database theory deals with queries that are precise
predicates (the so-called ‘‘employeemanagersalary paradigm’’), in information
retrieval we have the rather nebulous and ill-defined concept of ‘‘relevance,’’ which
depends in intricate ways on the intent of the user and the nature of the corpus.
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Evidently, very little theory can be built on this basis. (See [12, 26] for surveys on
information retrieval, including discussions of the technique that is the focus of this
paper, from database and theoretical points of view, respectively; [27, 28] are
classical texts on the subject of information retrieval.)
However, the field of information retrieval has been evolving in directions that
bring it closer to databases. Information retrieval systems are increasingly being
built on relational (or object-relational) database systems, rather than on flat text
and index files. Another important change is the dramatic expansion of the scope
of information retrieval, with the advent of multimedia, the Internet, and globalized
information; database concepts and some theory have started to find fertile ground
there (see, for example, [3, 11, 24], as well a record number of information
retrieval papers in the 1997 SIGMOD Proceedings)1 Second, the techniques
employed in information retrieval have become more mathematical and
sophisticated, more plausibly amenable to analytical treatment. The present paper
is an attempt to treat rigorously one such technique, latent semantic indexing (LSI ),
introduced next. Third, information retrieval systems are increasingly being built on
relational (or object-relational) database systems (rather than on flat text and index
files). Finally, the advent of the Web has enabled powerful new applications such
as collaborative filtering (also known as target or personalized recommendation
systems) that can be tackled using techniques inspired in part by information
retrieval [4]; more on this in Section 6.
IR and LSI
The complexity of information retrieval is best illustrated by the two nasty classi-
cal problems of synonymy (missing documents with references to ‘‘automobile’’
when querying on ‘‘car’’) and polysemy (retrieving documents about the Internet
when querying on ‘‘surfing’’). To deal with these two and other similar problems,
we would ideally like to represent documents (and queries) not by terms (as in con-
ventional vector-based methods), but by the underlying (latent, hidden) concepts
referred to by the terms. This hidden structure is not a fixed many-to-many map-
ping between terms and concepts, but depends critically on the corpus (document
collection) in hand, and the term correlations it embodies.
Latent semantic indexing [7] is an information retrieval method which attempts
to capture this hidden structure by using techniques from linear algebra. Briefly (see
the next section for a more detailed description), vectors representing the
documents are projected in a new, low-dimensional space obtained by singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the term-document matrix A (see the next section).
This low-dimensional space is panned by the eigenvectors of ATA that correspond
to the few largest eigenvaluesand thus, presumably, to the few most striking
correlations between terms. Queries are also projected and processed in this low-
dimensional space. This results not only in great savings in storage and query time
(at the expense of some considerable preprocessing), but also, according to empiri-
cal evidence reported in the literature, in improved information retrieval. Indeed, it
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1 And, perhaps as importantly, the stakes have become too high for database theory to lightly pass
this field by.
has been repeatedly reported that LSI outperforms, with regard to precision and
recall in standard collections and query workloads, more conventional vector-based
methods and that it does address the problems of polysemy and synonymy [1, 9,
10]. Besides text retrieval, LSI (or SVD) has been successfully applied in many
other scenarios [6, 13, 23, 25].
There is very little in the literature in the way of a mathematical theory that
predicts this improved performance. An interesting mathematical fact due to Eckart
and Young (stated below as Theorem 1), often cited as an explanation of the
improved performance of LSI, states, informally, that LSI retains as much as
possible the relative position of the document vectors. This may only provide an
explanation of why LSI does not deteriorate too much in performance over conven-
tional vector-space methods; it fails to justify the observed improvement in preci-
sion and recall.
This paper is a first attempt at using mathematical techniques to rigorously
explain the empirically observed improved performance of LSI. Since LSI seems to
exploit and reveal the statistical properties of a corpus, we must start with a
rigorous probabilistic model of the corpus (that is to say, a mathematical model of
how corpora are generated); we do this in Section 3. Briefly, we model topics as
probability distributions on terms. A document is then a probability distribution
that is the convex combination of a small number of topics. We also include in our
framework style of authorship, which we model by a stochastic matrix that modifies
the term distribution. A corpus is then a collection of documents obtained by
repeatedly drawing sample documents. (In Section 6 we briefly discuss an alter-
native probabilistic model, motivated in part by applications to collaborative
filtering.)
Once we have a corpus model, we would like to determine under what conditions
LSI results in enhanced retrieval. We would like to prove a theorem stating essen-
tially that if the corpus is a reasonably focused collection of meaningfully correlated
documents, then LSI performs well. The problem is to define these terms os that
(1) there is a reasonably close correspondence with what they mean intuitively and
in practice, and (2) the theorem can be proved. In Section 4 we prove results that,
although not quite as general as we would have liked, definitely point to this direc-
tion. In particular, we show that in the special case in which (a) there is no style
modifier, (b) each document is on a single topic, and (c) the terms are partitioned
among the topics so that each topic distribution has high probability on its own
terms and low probability on all others, then LSI, projecting to a subspace of
dimension equal to the number of topics, will discover these topics exactly, with
high probability assuming that the length of each document in the corpus is large
enough.
In Section 5 we show that if we project the term-document matrix on a com-
pletely random low-dimensional subspace, then with high probability we have a dis-
tance-preservation property akin to that enjoyed by LSI. this suggests that random
projection may yield an interesting improvement on LSI: we can perform the LSI
precomputation not on the original term-document matrix, but on a low-dimen-
sional projection, at great computational savings and no great loss of accuracy
(Theorem 5).
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Random projection can be seen as an alternative to (and a justification of) sampl-
ing in LSI. Reports on LSI experiments in the literature seem to suggest that LSI
is often done not on the entire corpus, but on a randomly selected subcorpus (both
terms and documents may be sampled, although it appears that most often
documents are). There is very little nonempirical evidence of the accuracy of such
sampling. Our result suggest a different and more elaborate (and computationally
intensive) approachprojection on a random low-dimensional subspacewhich
can be rigorously proved to be accurate.
2. LSI BACKGROUND
A corpus is a collection of documents. Each document is a collection of terms
from a universe of n terms. Each document can thus be represented as a vector in
Rn where each axis represents a term. The i th coordinate of a vector represents
some function of the number of times the i th term occurs in the document represen-
ted by the vector. There are several candidates for the right function to be used here
(0-1, frequency, etc.), and the precise choice does not affect our results.
Let A be an n_m matrix of rank r whose rows represent terms and columns
represent documents. Let the singular values of A (the eigenvalues of AAT) be
_1_2 } } } _r (not necessarily distinct). The singular value decomposition of A
expresses A as the product of three matrices A=UDV T, where D=diag(_1 , ..., _r)
is an r_r matrix, U=(u1 , ..., ur) is an n_r matrix whose columns are orthonormal,
and V=(v1 , ..., vr) is an m_r matrix which is also column-orthonormal.
LSI works by omitting all but the k largest singular values in the above decom-
position, for some appropriate k; here k is the dimension of the low-dimensional
space alluded to in the informal description described earlier. It should be small
enough to enable fast retrieval and large enough to adequately capture the structure
of the corpus (in practice, k is in the few hundreds, compared with r in the many
thousands). Let Dk=diag(_1 , ..., _k), Uk=(u1 , ..., uk), and Vk=(v1 , ..., vk). Then
Ak=Uk DkV Tk
is a matrix of rank k, which is our approximation of A. The rows of VkDk above
are then used to represent the documents. In other words, the column vectors of A
(documents) are projected to the k-dimensional space spanned by the column vec-
tors of Uk ; we sometimes call this space the LSI space of A. How good is this
approximation? The following well-known theorem gives us some idea (the sub-
script F denotes the Frobenius norm).
Theorem 1 (Eckart and Young; see [18]). Among all n_m matrices C of rank
at most k, Ak is the one that minimizes &A&C&2F=i, j (Ai, j&Ci, j)
2.
Therefore, LSI preserves (to the extent possible) the relative distances (and
hence, presumably, the retrieval capabilities) in the term-document matrix while
projecting it to a lower-dimensional space. It remains to be seen in what way it
improves these retrieval capabilities.
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3. THE PROBABILISTIC CORPUS MODEL
There are many useful formal models of information retrieval IR in the literature,
and probability plays a major role in many of themsee, for instance, the surveys
and comparisons in [16, 27, 29]. The approach in this body of work is to formulate
information retrieval as a problem of learning the concept of ‘‘relevance’’ that
relates documents and queries. The corpus and its correlations play no central role.
In contrast, our focus is on the probabilistic properties of the corpus.
Since LSI is supposed to exploit and bring out the structure of the corpus, it will
fare well in a meaningful collection of strongly correlated documents and will
produce noise in a random set of unrelated documents. In order to study the
dependence of the performance of LSI on the statistical properties of the corpus, we
must start with a probabilistic model of a corpus. We state now our basic
probabilistic model, which we will use for much of this paper.
Definition 1. The universe U is the set of all terms.
Definition 2. A topic is a probability distribution on U.
A meaningful topic is very different from the uniform distribution on U and is
concentrated on terms that might be used to talk about a particular subject. For
example, the topic of ‘‘space travel’’ might favor the terms ‘‘galaxy’’ and ‘‘starship,’’
while rarely mentioning ‘‘misery’’ or ‘‘spider.’’ A possible criticism against this
model is that it does not take into account correlations of terms within the same
topic (for example, a document on the topic ‘‘Internet’’ is much more likely to con-
tain the term ‘‘search’’ if it also contains the term ‘‘engine’’).
The structure of documents is also heavily affected by authorship style.
Definition 3. A style is a |U|_|U| stochastic matrix (a matrix with non-
negative entries and row sums equal to 1), denoting the way whereby style modifies
the frequency of terms.
For example, a ‘‘formal’’ style may map ‘‘car’’ often to ‘‘automobile’’ and
‘‘vehicle’’, and seldom to ‘‘car’’and almost never to ‘‘wheels.’’ Admittedly, this is
not a comprehensive treatment of style; for example, it makes the assumptionnot
always validthat this influence is independent of the underlying topic.
Definition 4. A corpus model C is a quadruple C=(U, T, S, D), where U is
the universe of terms, T is a set of topics, and S is a set of styles, and D a prob-
ability distribution on T _S _Z+, where by T we denote the set of all convex
combinations of topics in T, by S the set of all convex combinations of styles in
S, and by Z+ the set of positive integers (the integers represent the lengths of
documents).
In other words, a corpus model is a probability distribution on topic combina-
tions (intuitively, favoring combinations of a few related topics), style combina-
tions, and document lengths (total number of term occurrences in a document).
A document is generated from a corpus model C=(U, T, S, D) through the
following two-step sampling process. In the first step, a convex combination of
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topics T from T , a convex combination of styles S from S , and a positive integer
l are sampled according to distribution D. Then terms are sampled l times to form
a document, each time according to distribution T S . A corpus of size m is a collec-
tion of m documents generated from C by repeating this two-step sampling process
m times.
4. AN ANALYSIS OF LSI
Does LSI indeed bring together semantically related documents? And does it deal
effectively with the problem of synonymy? We present below theoretical evidence
that it does. Our results assume the corpus model has a particularly simple struc-
ture. We show that, in this case, LSI does discover the structure of the corpus and
handles synonymy well. These results should be taken only as indications of the
kinds of results that can be proved; our hope is that the present work will lead to
more elaborate techniques, so that LSI can be proved to work well under more
realistic assumptions.
We will first need a useful lemma which formalizes the following intuition: if the
k largest singular values of a matrix A are well separated from the remaining
singular values, then the subspace spanned by the corresponding singular vectors is
preserved well when a small perturbation is added to A.
Lemma 1. Let A be an n_m matrix of rank r with singular value decomposition
A=UDV T,
where D=diag(_1 , ..., _r). Suppose that, for some k, 1k<r, _k _k+1>c_1 _k for
sufficiently large constant c. Let F be an arbitrary n_m matrix with &F&2=, where
= is a sufficiently small positive constant. Let A$=A+F and let U$D$V$T be its
singular-value decomposition. Let Uk and U$k be n_k matrices consisting of the first
k columns of U and U$, respectively. Then, U$k=UkR+G for some k_k orthonor-
mal matrix R and some n_k matrix G with &G&2O(=).
The proof of this lemma, given in the Appendix, relies on a theorem of Steward
[19] about perturbing a symmetric matrix.
Let C=(U, T, D) be a corpus model. We call C pure if each document involves
only a single topic. We call C =-separable, where 0=<1, if a set of terms UT is
associated with each topic T # T so that (1) UT are mutually disjoint and (2) for
each T, the total probability T assigns to the terms in UT is at least 1&=. We call
UT the primary set of terms of topic T.
The assumption that a corpus model is style-free and pure is probably too strong
and its elimination should be addressed in future investigations. On the other hand,
the assumption that a corpus is =-separable for some small value of = may be
reasonably realistic, since documents are usually preprocessed to eliminate com-
monly-occurring stop-words.
Let C be a pure corpus model and let k=|T| denote the number of topics in C.
Since C is pure, each document generated from C is in fact generated from some
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single topic T: we say that the document belongs to the topic T. Let C be a corpus
generated from C and, for each document d # C, let vd denote the vector assigned
to d by the rank-k LSI performed on C. We say that the rank-k LSI is $-skewed
on the corpus instance C if, for each pair of documents d and d $, vd } vd $
$ &vd& &vd $& if d and d $ belong to different topics and vd } vd $1&$ &vd& &vd $ & if
they belong to the same topic. Informally, the rank-k LSI is $-skewed on a corpus
(for small $) if it assigns nearly orthogonal vectors to two documents from different
topics and nearly parallel vectors to two documents from a single topic: LSI does
a particularly good job of classifying documents when applied to such a corpus. We
would like to show that the rank-k LSI is O(=)-skewed on a corpus generated from
an =-separable corpus model with k topics. We start from the case where ==0.
Theorem 2. Let C be a pure, 0-separable corpus model with k topics such that
the probability each topic assigns to each terms is at most {, where {>0 is a suf-
ficiently small constant. Let C be a corpus of m documents generated from C. Then,
the rank-k LSI is 0-skewed on C with probability 1&O(m&1).
Proof. Let Ci denote the subset of the generated corpus C consisting of
documents belonging to topic Ti , 1ik. Each document of Ci consists only of
terms in Ui , the primary set of terms associated with topic Ti . Thus, the term-docu-
ment matrix A representing corpus C consists of bocks Bi , 1ik: the rows of Bi
correspond to terms in Ui and columns of Bi correspond to document sin Ci ; the
entire matrix A can have nonzero entries in these rows and columns only within Bi .
Therefore, ATA is block-diagonal with blocks BTi Bi , 1ik. Now focus on a par-
ticular block BTi Bi and let *i and *$i denote the largest and the second largest eigen-
values of BTi Bi . Intuitively, the matrix B
T
i Bi is essentially the adjacency matrix of
a random bipartite multigraph and then, from the standard theory of spectra of
graphs [5], we have that *$i *i  0 with probability 1 as {  0 and |Ci |  . Below
we give a formal justification of this by showing that a quantity that captures this
property, the conductance [22] (equivalently, expansion) of BTi Bi is high. The con-
ductance of an undirected edge-weighted graph G=(V, E) is
min
S/V
 i # S, j # S wt(i, j)
min[ |S|, |S |]
.
Let x1, x2, ..., xt be random documents picked from the topic Ti . Then we will show
that the conductance is 0( |t||Ti | ), where |Ti | is the number of terms in the topic
Ti . Let G be the graph induced by the adjacency matrix BTi Bi . For any subset S
of the vertices (documents),
:
i # S, j # S
wt(i, j)= :
i # S, j # S
xi } x j
=\ :i # S x
i+ } \ :j # S x
j+ .
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Assume w.l.o.g. that |S||S |. Let ps be the probability of the s th term in Ti . Then
we can estimate, for each terms, j # S x jsmin[ ps 2, ps&=] with probability at
least 1&12t using the independence of the x j’s via a simple application of the
ChernoffHoeffding bound [20]. Using this we lower bound the weight of the cut
(S, S ),
\ :i # S x
i+ } \ :j # S x
j+ :i # S x
i
s(min[ ps 2, ps&=]),
which is 0( |S||Ti | ) with high probability by a second application of the Chernoff
Hoeffding bound. The desired bound on the conductance follows from this.
Thus, if the sample size m=|C| is sufficiently large, and the maximum term prob-
ability { is sufficiently small (note this implies that the size of the primary set of
terms for each topic is sufficiently large), the k largest eigenvalues of ATA are *i ,
1ik, with high probability. Suppose now that our sample C indeed enjoys this
property. Let u^i denote the eigenvector of BTi Bi corresponding to eigenvalue * i (in
the space where coordinates are indexed by the terms in Ti) and let ui be its exten-
sion to the full term space, obtained by padding zero entries for terms not in Ti .
Then, the k-dimensional LSI-space for corpus C is spanned by the mutually
orthogonal vectors ui , 1ik. When a vector vd representing a document d # Ci
is projected into this pace, the projection is a scalar multiple of ui , because vd is
orthogonal to uj for every j{i. Therefore, the rank-k LSI is 0-skewed on C as
claimed. K
The following theorem generalizes the above result to the corpus which is slightly
perturbed from the one generated from a 0-separable corpus model.
Theorem 3. Let C be a pure, =-separable corpus model with k topics such that the
probability each topic assigns to each term is at most {, where {>0 is a sufficiently
small constant. Let B be the term-document matrix of a corpus of m documents
generated from C and let C be a corpus whose term-document matrix is A=B+F
where the 2-norm of F satisfies &F&2=. Then, the rank-k LSI is O(=)-skewed on C
with probability 1&O(m&1).
Proof. The term document matrix B consists of blocks Bi as in the proof of
Theorem 2.
Let Wk and W$k denote the basis matrix of the k-dimensional space the rank-k
LSI applied to B and A, respectively, identifies. Since the two-norm of the perturba-
tion F=A&B is at most =, Lemma 1 implies that the W$k is obtained from Wk
applying an orthogonal transformation and then adding a perturbation with a two-
norm of O(=). Roughly speaking, since the space spanned by W$k is a small pertur-
bation of that spanned by Wk , projection a vector representing a document in Ci
into W$k yields a vector close, in its direction, to ui (the dominating eigenvector of
BTi Bi). Therefore, the LSI representations of two documents are almost in the same
direction if they belong to the same topic and are nearly orthogonal if they belong
to different topics. The analysis below shows that the rank-k LSI is indeed O(=)-
skewed on C with high probability.
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Let A(i) denote the vector corresponding to the i th document, i.e., the i th row of
A. Similarly B(i) denotes the i th row of the unperturbed matrix B. For any pair of
documents i, j we will show that
|A(i)k } A
( j)
k &B
(i)
k } B
( j)
k |=O(= |B
(i)
k | |B
( j)
k | ). (1)
Recall that for any i,
A(i)k =A
(i)W$k and B (i)k =B
(i)Wk .
Thus
|A (i)k &B
(i)
k |= |A
(i)W$k&B(i)Wk |
=|A(i)(W$k&Wk)+(A(i)&B(i)) Wk |
|A(i)(W$k&Wk)|+|(A(i)&B(i)) Wk |
|A(i)| &(Wk&W$k)&2+|A(i)&B(i)| &Wk &2
=O(=)( |A(i)|+&Wk &2)
=O(= |A(i)| )
=O(= |A (i)k | ).
Note that the conclusion above remains true with B (i)k in place of A
(i)
k .
Now for a pair i, j,
|A (i)k } A
( j)
k &B
(i)
k } B
( j)
k |=|(A
(i)
k &B
(i)
k ) } A
( j)
k +B
(i)
k } (A
( j)
k &B
( j)
k )|
=O(= |B (i)k | |A
( j)
k | )
=O(= |B (i)k | |B
( j)
k | ).
For a pair i, j from the same topic, B (i)k } B
( j)
k =|B
(i)
k | |B
( j)
k |, and for i, j from
different topics, B (i)k } B
( j)
k =0. Using (1) this implies that the rank-k LSI is O(=)-
skewed. K
If an =-separable corpus model C satisfies the additional conditions in Theorem 2
and moreover is such that the length of each document is large enough, then a
corpus generated from C satisfies the condition of Theorem 3 and therefore is
O(=)-skewed.
Experiments
Even though Theorems 2 and 3 give asymptotic results and only claim that the
probability approaches 1 as the size parameters grow, the phenomenon they
indicate can be observed in corpora of modest sizes, as is seen in the following
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experiment. We generated 1000 documents (each 50 to 100 terms long) from a cor-
pus model with 2000 terms and 20 topics. Each topic is assigned a disjoint set of
100 terms as its primary set. The probability distribution for each topic is such that
0.95 of its probability density is equally distributed among terms from the primary
set, and the remaining 0.05 is equally distributed among all the 2000 terms. Thus
this corpus model is 0.05-separable. We measured the angle (not some function of
the angle such as the cosine) between all pairs of documents in the original space
and in the rank 20 LSI space. The following is a typical result; similar results are
obtained from repeated trials. Call a pair of documents intratopic if the two
documents are generated from the same topic and intertopic otherwise.
Intratopic
Min Max Average Std.
Original space 0.801 1.39 1.09 0.079
LSI space 0 0.312 0.0177 0.0374
Intertopic
Min Max Average Std.
Original space 1.49 1.57 1.57 0.00791
LSI space 0.101 1.57 1.55 0.153
Here, angles are measured in radians. It can be seen that the angles of intratopic
pairs are dramatically reduced in the LSI space. Although the minimum intertopic
angle is rather small, indicating that some intertopic pairs can be close enough to
be confused, the average and the standard deviation show that such pairs are
extremely rare. Results from experiments with different size-parameters are also
similar in spirit. In this and the other experiments reported here, we used
SVDPACK [2] for singular value decomposition.
Synonymy
We end this section with a brief discussion of synonymy in the context of LSI.
Let us consider a simple model in which two terms have identical co-occurrences
(this generalizes synonymy, as it also applies to pairs of terms such as supply
demand and warpeace). Furthermore, these two terms have each a small
occurrence probability. Then, in the termterm autocorrelation matrix AAT, the
two rows and columns corresponding to these terms will be nearly identical. There-
fore, there is a very small eigenvalue corresponding to this pairpresumably the
smallest eigenvalue of AAT. The corresponding eigenvector will be a vector with 1
and &1 at the termsthat is to say, the difference of these terms. Intuitively then,
this version of LSI will ‘‘project out’’ a very weak eigenvector that corresponds to
the presumably insignificant semantic differences between the two synonymous
terms. This is exactly what one would expect from a method that claims t bring out
the hidden semantics of the corpus.
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5. LSI BY RANDOM PROJECTION
A result by Johnson and Lindenstrauss [14, 21] states that if points in a vector
space are projected to a random subspace of suitably high dimension, then the dis-
tances between the points are approximately preserved. Although such a random
projection can be used to reduce the dimension of the document space, it does not
bring together semantically related documents. LSI on the other hand seems to
achieve the latter, but its computation time is a bottleneck. This naturally suggests
the following two-step approach:
1. Apply a random projection to the initial corpus to l dimensions, for some
small l>k, to obtain, with high probability, a much smaller representation, which
is still very close (in terms of distances and angles) to the original corpus.
2. Apply rank O(k) LSI (because of the random projection, the number of
singular values kept may have to be increased a little).
In this section we establish that the above approach works, in the sense that the
final representation is very close to what we could get by directly applying LSI.
another way to view this result is that random projection gives us a fast way to
approximate the eigenspace (eigenvalues, eigenvectors) of a matrix.
We first state the JohnsonLindenstrauss lemma.
Lemma 2 (Johnson and Lindenstrauss; see [14, 21]). Let v # Rn be a unit vector,
let H be a random l-dimensional subspace through the origin, and let the random
variable X denote the square of the length of the projection of v onto H. Suppose
0<=< 12 , and 24 log n<1<- n. Then, E[X]=ln, and
Pr( |X&ln|>=ln)<2 - l e&(l&1) =24.
Using the above result, we can infer that with high probability, all pairwise
Euclidean distances are approximately maintained under projection to a random
subspace. By choosing l to be 0(log m=2) in Lemma 2, with high probability the
projected vectors, after scaling by a factor - nl, [v$i] satisfy
&vi&vj &2 (1&=)&v$i&v$j&2&vi&vj&2 (1+=).
Similarly inner products are also preserved approximately: 2vi } vj=v2i +v
2
j &
(vi&vj)2. So the projected vectors satisfy
2v$i } v$j(v2i +v
2
j )(1+=)&(vi&vj)
2 (1&=).
Therefore, v$i } v$jvi } vj (1&=)+=(v2i +v
2
j ). In particular, if the vi ’s are all of length
at most 1, then any inner product vi } vj changes by at most 2=.
Consider again the term-document matrix A generated by our corpus model. Let
R be a random column-orthonormal matrix with n rows and l columns, used the
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project A down to an l-dimensional space. Let B=- nl RTA be the matrix after
random projection and scaling, where
A= :
r
i=1
_iuivTi , B= :
t
i=1
* i ai bTi
are the SVD’s of A and B, respectively.
Lemma 3. Let = be an arbitrary positive constant. If lc((log n)=2) for a suf-
ficiently large constant c then, for p=1, ..., t
*2p
1
k _(1&=) :
k
i=1
_2i & :
p&1
j=1
*2j & .
The proof of this lemma is given in the Appendix. As a corollary we have:
Corollary 4.
:
2k
p=1
*2p(1&=) &Ak&2F .
Now our rank 2k approximation to the original matrix is
B2k=A :
2k
i=1
bibTi .
From this we get the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.
&A&B2k &2F&A&Ak&
2
F+2= &A&
2
F .
The measure &A&Ak&F tells us how much of the original matrix is recovered by
direct LSI. So, in other words, the theorem says that the matrix obtained via ran-
dom projection followed by LSI (expanded to twice the rank) recovers almost as
much as the matrix obtained by direct LSI.
Proof of Theorem 5. We have
A= :
n
i=1
_ iuivTi , Ak= :
k
i=1
_i ui vTi ,
and also
B= :
l
i=1
* ia ibTi , B2k=A :
2k
i=1
bibTi .
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Since b1 , ..., bn are an orthonormal set of vectors,
&A&B2k &2F= :
n
i=1
|(A&B2k) bi |2.
But, for i=1, ..., 2k,
(A&B2k) bi=Abi&Abi=0.
And for i=2k+1, ..., n
(A&B2k) bi=Abi .
Hence,
&A&B2k &2F = :
n
i=2k+1
|Abi |2= :
n
i=1
|Abi |2& :
2k
i=1
|Abi |2
=&A&2F& :
2k
i=1
|Abi |2.
On the other hand,
&A&Ak&2F= :
n
i=k+1
_2i =&A&
2
F&&Ak&
2
F .
Hence
&A&B2k &2F&&A&Ak&
2
F=&Ak&
2
F& :
2k
i=1
|Abi |2.
That is,
&A&B2k &2F=&A&Ak&
2
F+\&Ak &2F& :
2k
i=1
|Abi |2+ .
Next, we will show that
(1+=) :
2k
i=1
|Abi |2 :
2k
i=1
*2i .
We have
:
2k
i=1
*2i = :
2k
i=1
|Bb i |2
= :
2k
i=1 }
n
l
RT (Abi)}
2
.
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Now from Lemma 2 we have that for l large enough, i.e., l=0((log n)=2), with
high probability,
(1&=) |Abi |2
n
l
|RT (Abi)|2(1+=) |Abi |2
for each i. Therefore with high probability,
:
2k
i=1
*2i (1+=) :
2k
i=1
|Abi | 2.
From Corollary 4
:
2k
i=1
*2i (1&=) &Ak&2
:
2k
i=1
|Abi |2
1
(1+=)
:
2k
i=1
*2i 
1&=
1+=
&Ak&2F(1&2=) &Ak&
2
F .
Substituting this above, we have
&A&B2k &2F&A&Ak&
2
F+2= &Ak&
2
F .
Hence
&A&B2k &2F&A&Ak&
2
F+2= &A&
2
F . K
What are the computational savings achieved by the two-step method? Let A be
an n_m matrix. The time to compute LSI is O(mnc) if A is sparse with about c
nonzero entries per column (i.e., c is the average number of terms in a document).
The time needed to compute the random projection to l dimensions is O(mcl ). After
the projection, the time to compute LSI is O(ml2). So the total time is O(ml(l+c)).
To obtain an = approximation we need l to be O((log n)=2). Thus the running time
of the two-step method is asymptotically superior: O(m(log2 n+c log n)) compared
to O(mnc).
In [15], Frieze, Kannan, and Vempala propose an alternative way to speed up
LSI. They give fast algorithms for finding low rank approximations to an m_n
matrix A. They compute an approximate singular value decomposition from a ran-
domly chosen submatrix of A. For any given k, =, $, their Monte Carlo algorithm
finds the description of a matrix D of rank at most k so that
&A&D&F&A&Ak &F+= &A&F
holds with probability at least 1&$. (&A&2F is the sum of squares of all the entries
of the matrix, and Ak is the best rank k approximation with this measure.) The
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algorithm takes time polynomial in k, 1=, log(1$) only, i.e., independent of m, n.
In [8] it is shown how to find such a low-rank approximation explicitly in O(mk2)
time.
6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
Our corpus model is, from a practical standpoint, rather weak; what would it
take to establish theorems for ‘‘more realistic’’ models? Our present work has relied
on studying the spectra of the perturbations of block matrices; more generally, we
require tools to study the eigenvectors of the linear superposition of several
matrices (under some assumptions about the individual matrices). Alternatively, we
may think of the spectral properties of random graphs with (a small set of) varying
edge probabilities. This appears be the technical bottleneck to furthering our
results.
A theoretician’s first reaction to an unexpected (positive or negative) empirical
phenomenon is to understand it in terms of mathematical models and rigorously
proved theorems; this is precisely what we have tried to do, with substantial if par-
tial success. What we have been able to prove should be seen as a mere indication
of what might hold; we expect the true positive properties of LSI to go far beyond
the theorems we are proving here.
There are several specific technical issues to be pursued. Can Theorem 2 be
extended to a model where documents could belong to several topics or to one
where terms occurrences are not independent? Also, does LSI address polysemy (as
spectral techniques of slightly different kind or; see [24])? We have seen some
evidence that it does handle synonymy.
Theory should ideally go beyond the ex post facto justification of methods and
explanation of positive phenomena, it should point the way to new ways of exploit-
ing them and improving them. Section 5, in which we propose a random projection
technique as a way of speeding up LSI (and possibly as an alternative to it) is an
attempt in this direction.
Another important role of theory is to unify and generalize. Spectral techniques
are not confined to the vector-space model or to the strict context of information
retrieval. Furthermore, spectral analysis of a similar graph-theoretic model of the
World-Wide Web has been shown experimentally to succeed in identifying topics
and to substantially increase precision and recall in Web searches [24], as well as
in databases of law decisions, service logs, and patents [4]. Finally, it is becoming
clear that spectral techniques and their theoretical analysis may prove to be key
methodologies in many other domains of current interest, such as data mining
(using spectral techniques to discover correlations in relational databases [17]) and
collaborative filtering (personalizing subscriber preferences and interests) [4]. The
rows and columns of A could in general be, instead of terms and documents, con-
sumers and products, viewers and movies, or components and systems.
We conclude this section with a brief description of a promising alternative,
graph-theoretic, corpus model. Suppose that documents are nodes in a graph and
that weights on the edges capture conceptual proximity of two documents (for
example, this distance matrix could be derived from, or in fact coincide with, AAT).
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Then a topic is defined implicitly as a subgraph with high conductance [22], a con-
cept of connectivity which seems very appropriate in this context. We can prove
that, under an assumption similar to =-separability, spectral analysis of the graph
can identify the topics in this model as well.
Theorem 6. If the corpus consists of k disjoint subgraphs with high conductance,
and is joined with edges of total weight per vertex bounded from above by an = frac-
tion, then rank-k LSI will discover the subgraphs.
Proof. Using the earlier normalization (sum of each row is 1) and the assump-
tion that the distance matrix is close to a block-diagonal matrix, we have that the
largest eigenvalue of the block corresponding to a high-conductance subgraph is at
least 1&=. Moreover, since each block has high conductance, the second eigenvalue
of each block is bounded away from the top eigenvalue by a constant. The rest of
the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 3. K
APPENDIX: PROOFS OF LEMMAS
In the following version of Lemma 1, we take some specific values for some
constants to facilitate the proof.
Lemma 4. Let A be an n_m matrix of rank r with singular value decomposition
A=UDV T,
where D=diag(_1 , ..., _r). Suppose that, for some k, 1k<r, 2120_1 } } } 
1920 and 120_k+1 } } } _r . Let F be an arbitrary n_m matrix with
&F&2=120. Let A$=AF and let U$D$V$T be its singular-value decomposition.
Let Uk and U$k be n_k matrices consisting of the first k columns of U and U$, respec-
tively. Then, U$k=UkR+G for some k_k orthonormal matrix R and some n_k
matrix G with &G&29=.
The proof of this lemma relies on a theorem of Steward [19] about perturbing
a symmetric matrix.
Theorem 7. Suppose B and B+E are n_n symmetric matrices and
Q=_Q1k
Q2
n&k&
is an n_n orthogonal matrix such that range (Q1) is an invariant subspace for B.
Partition the matrices QTBQ and QTEQ as follows, where B11 and E11 are k_k
matrices:
QTBQ=_B110
0
B22&
QTEQ=_E11E21
E12
E22& .
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If
$=*min&+max&&E11&2&&E22&2>0,
where *min is the smallest eigenvalue of B11 , +max is the largest eigenvalue of B22 , and
&E12&2$2 then there exists an (n&k)_k real matrix P such that
&P&2
2
$
&E21&2
and the columns of Q$1=(Q1+Q2P)(I+PTP)&12 form an orthonormal basis for a
subspace that is invariant for B+E.
Proof of Lemma 4. We apply Theorem 7 to B=AAT, E=A$(A$)T&B. We
choose the block-diagonalizing matrix Q in the theorem to be U followed by n&r
zero-columns. Thus, when we write Q=[Q1Q2], Q1=Uk , the first k columns of U,
and Q2 consists of remaining columns of U followed by zero-columns. Since U TBU
is a diagonal matrix, QTBQ is also a diagonal matrix. Let QTEQ be decomposed
into blocks Eij , 1i, j2, as in Theorem 7. To apply the theorem, we need to
bound &Eij&2 . We do this simply by bounding &E&2 . Since E=(A+F )(A+F )T&
AAT=AFT+FAT+FF T, we have &E&22 &A&2 &F&2+&F&222(2120) =+=2<
(4320) =. Therefore, &Eij&2(4320) =, 1i, j2. The nonzero eigenvalues of B
are _21 , ..., _
2
r . Of these, _
2
1 , ..., _
2
k361400 and _
2
k+1 , ..., _
2
r 1400. Hence $=
*min&+max&&E11&2&&E22&2 is positive: $>361400&1400&(4310) =137200.
Also we have &E12&2(4320) =43400<$2 and all the assumptions of
Theorem 7 are satisfied. It follows that there exists an ((n&k)_k) matrix P satisfy-
ing &P&2 2$ &E21&27= such that
Q$1=(Q1+Q2P)(I+PTP)&12 (2)
forms an orthonormal basis for a subspace that is invariant for B+E. This
invariant subspace corresponds to the k largest singular values of A+F. Therefore,
the column vectors of U$k , (the first k eigenvectors of B+E) span the same
invariant subspace as that spanned by the column vectors of Q$1 . In other words,
there is a k_k orthonormal matrix R such that U$k=Q$1 R.
Since &Q1&21, &Q1&21, and &P&27=, it follows from (2) that Q$1=Q1+H
for some H with &H&29=. Therefore, U$k=UkR+HR, with &HR&29=, as
claimed. K
Proof of Lemma 3. The pth eigenvalue of B can be written as
*2p=max
|v|=1
vT _B& :
p&1
j=1
ajbTj &
T
_B& :
p&1
j=1
ajbTj & v.
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Consider the above expression for v1 , ..., vk , the first k eigenvectors of A. For the
ith eigenvector vi it can be reduced to
vTi \BTB& :
p&1
j=1
*2j b jb
T
j + v i
vTi B
TBvi& :
p&1
j=1
*2j (bj } vi)
2
_2i |u
T
i R|
2& :
p&1
j=1
*2j (bj } vi)
2
(1&=) _2i & :
p&1
j=1
*2j (bj } vi)
2.
Summing this up for i=1, ..., k,
:
k
i=1
vTi B
TBvi(1&=) :
k
i=1
_2i & :
p&1
j=1
*2j :
k
i=1
(bj } vi)2.
Since the vi ’s are orthogonal and the bj ’s are unit vectors,
(1&=) :
k
i=1
_2i & :
p&1
j=1
*2j .
Hence
*2pmax
vi
vTi B
TBv i
1
k _(1&=) :
k
i=1
_2i & :
p&1
j=1
*2j & . K
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